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1. INTR0Dut320~ 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the regularity properties for 
the Szegii kernel on the boundary dQ of domain B = ((z,, zZ) E C’: 
3z2 > #(z,)}, where 4 is a subharmonic and nonharmonic polynomial of 
degree m. These are unbounded pseudo-convex domains of finite type in 
C*. The size estimate of the Szegij kernel was studied by Nagel, Rosay, 
Stein, and Wainger [NRSWl] and Christ [Cl. Here we study the 
regularity properties of this operator in Hardy classes. When D is bounded, 
smooth, weakly pseudo-convex of finite type, the regularity properties of 
NIS operators (see Chang, Nagel, and Stein [CNSl, CNS:!] ) in Hardy 
classes were studied by Chang and Krantz [CK]. In this paper, we provide 
a general method for studying the Zp estimates for nonconvolution 
operators on unbounded domains. The reason we chose Sz as a model 
domain is that the Nagel-Stein-Wainger metric (see [NSWl, NSW2]) is 
globally defined there. Hence the family of non-isotropic balls is globally 
defined and satisfies the scaling property. If we just know that the metric 
is locally defined, then by using the method here, we can recover the 
estimates in [CK] for a general bounded, smooth, weakly pseudo-convex 
domain of finite type in C’. In fact, the method in this paper works for 
spaces of homogeneous type studied by Coifman and Weiss [CW]. We 
first study, in Section 2, some basic properties for the HP spaces on SR. 
(We discuss the local version of these spaces in Section 2 also). There are 
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two different ways to define J?~(&?). One way to do this is to look at the 
atomic 3?p spaces: 
X,“(aQ)= 
i 
f~Y’(&2):f=~A~a~ and llfll+$;zx lA,lJ’ . 
Q Q I 
Here aQ are p-atoms and {Q} is the family of nonisotropic balls studied in 
[NSW2]. The inlimum is taken over all atomic decompositions off: On 
the other hand, we may use a family of “bump functions” to define a 
“grand maximal function,” which, in turn, can be used to define the 
maximal Pp(8sZ) as follows: 
and llfll $s,, 25 Ilf *ll$v}- 
Here 4, is a suitable family of bump functions which we define in 
Section 2. We show that X:(&2) c &?&,(&2) for all 0 <p < 1. We prove 
this inclusion by elementary methods which are based on the nonisotropic 
geometry of 82. It is a very complicated procedure to show the other 
inclusion for p < 1 but close to 1. We can actually show that there exists a 
critical index pm = (2 + m)/( 3 + m), depending on the type m of &, so that 
for pm < p < 1, it holds that X~,,(&~)C Z’g(&2). But this topic is far 
beyond our main interests in the present paper. We refer to the works of 
Macias and Segovia [MS] and Uchiyama [U], which provide a general 
method for handling such problem on spaces of homogeneous type. Once 
we have established the right definitions for Z”(&J), we can prove our 
main theorem in Section 3. Let us state it now: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let B = {(z,, z,)E@*: 3~~>q@~)} be a smooth 
domain in C2 with 4 a subharmonic and nonharmonic polynomial in ZI, Then 
the Szegii projection S extends to a bounded operator from Hardy spaces 
%P(aQ) to local Hardy spaces %p,,(aQ) for pm <p < 1. Here p,,, is an index 
depending on the degree of the polynomial 4. 
Observe that we are careful to formulate the theorem in the language of 
“local Hardy spaces.” We allude here to the fundamental work of Goldberg 
[Go] in developing this concept. The variant of local Hardy space is 
necessary when considering Hardy spaces in a context in which translation 
and dilation invariance are not present. We refer the readers to Krantz’s 
work in RN (see [Krl]). We say more about this in the body of the paper. 
In Section 4, we consider the Henkin projection operator H, which 
comes from a Cauchy-Fantappie form originally on domains W, = 
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.tk,, -r2 )EC? &> Iz,12n’} for nzbl (i.e., &~,)=lz,(“‘~). We first show 
that H is bounded on 6pp(&2) for 1 < p < ‘x. Then as a consequence of the 
Main Theorem, we can prove that H maps X p( 132) to local Hardy spaces 
H &( dQ ) for some p,,, < p d 1 boundedly. 
The first author thanks his teacher and friend E. M. Stein for many 
helpful discussions of this project. 
2. LOCAL Xp SPACES ON 22 
Since we are looking at the domain R = I(:,, z?) E C’: 3~~ > d(=, )j, 
is a global tangential antiholomorphic vector field. When we identify dQ 
with C x R in the usual way, and write ; = ,Y + 1.11, the operator 1 becomes 
We also define the “transversal” direction 
In [NSWl, NSW2] ( see also Nagel [N], it was shown that there exists a 
natural nonisotropic metric d associated with these vector fields 
‘,X,, X2, T). Using this metric, one can define a family of nonisotropic 
balls on dQ. First of all, let us record some basic properties of these balls: 
LEMMA 2.1 (Doubling Property for Balls). For each c > 0 there is a 
constanf ye such that ifB,,(6,) n B,?(6,) # @ and ifS,a cdz, then B,JJ,) c 
B,,($ ,). The constant q depends on c and m only. 
Proqf. This is an immediate corollary of the quasi-traingle 
d(x, y) < y(d(x, z) + d(z, y)). 
Here y > 1 is a universal constant. 1 
inequality 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 2.2 (Vitali Covering Lemma). Suppose a measurable set 
Z c LX2 is covered by a family of balls. Then there is a countable disjoint 
family { Bj(6;)} of balls and there is a K, independent of Z:, so that 
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Here ( Bil is the volume of the ball B,. If Vol(Z) -C CC then also 
JCC fi Bj(Vaj), 
j= 1 
where q is the constant from Lemma 2.1 corresponding to c = i. 
Proof: See Coifman and Weiss [CW] and Stein [S]. 1 
Let L = $(A’, - zXz) be the basis for the subbundle T”.” of the complex 
tangent bundle @T(%Q) and T be the transversal vector field to 
T”90’@ T”,“. For every k-tuple of integers (i,, . . . . ik) with i,E { 1, 2} define 
smooth functions A,,, ,._, ik, ai,, ,,,, ik, of, ,,., r~ on SQ by the equation 
CXik, C ’ . . [xi:, xi,1 . ’ . 11 = Ai,. ik T+ at. . ikx, + of,, _.., ~J’z. 
For each integer I > 2 define a smooth function ,4, on XJ by the equation 
( > 
Ii2 
n,(x) = 1 Iii,, . i,(x)12 9 
where the sum is taken over all possible I-tuples. Finally set 
A,(d)= f A,(x) S’. 
I=2 
The idea of using ,4,(x), A,(s) is due to [NSW2]. Let da be the Lebesgue 
measure on C x R. To show our first estimates on Zp, we need the 
following properties for integerals: 
LEMMA 2.3. For each 0 <pi 1, there exists a, p 2 0, such that 
IBx(@l P IB,(S)l 
lB.x(d(x, YIN .dV, Y) ~~~(4x, ~1) da(J’) G 6”. (n,(q)BP’ 
ProoJ 
(2.2) 
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Since dQ is finite type m, we know that 
c, le.x(s)l c-7 -2 IB,(&3)1 +%z 2 and IB.,(2?6)( d C.2’2+““k. Ill,(S)l. 
Then (2.2) does not exceed 
c2 
% 2’2 +nl)k 
(y”.(A. c (@)BPk=” 24”~.2k~p.22kBp 
. lfJ,(d)l. 
Y 
The scaling properties of lB,( .)I and A,( .) in above inequalities follows by 
the result of [NRSWl]. Now the above infinite series will converge if 
i.e., we may pick up M, /?>O so that (2 + m)/(4+ u + 2fl) <p. Then our 
integral does not exceed 
and the proof of the lemma is finished. 1 
Let us take a point x0 in dQ and let k E H + be an integer. Define rdt,) 
to be the set of all C,Z functions cp with supports contained in f?,,,(2-“) 
satisfying the condition 
and if X,,, Xj2, . . . . X,,, are vector fields, each of which is one of (I,, E, Tl. 
with a being L or L and /3 = N - c( being T, then 
Ilxj,xfi...Xjv~lJyX d 
c 
IB.,(2-9 .2-kz.(A..(2 .k))“’ 10 
We denote by &‘~~ the strict inductive limit of the sequence { ,cy’:O ) kE z + and 
d= U.rem NV. Let f be a tempered distribution on dR. We define the 
restricted maximal function f *(x) off as 
f *lx) = sup 
‘PE.d, 
1.0~~) cp(.r) do(y) 
Note that now all the bump functions are supported on balls with radii less 
than or equal to 1. 
Now let us define p-atoms on dR. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let 0 <p < 1. A p-atom is a compactly supported 9’ 
function c1 such that 
(1) Size condition. There is a ball B,,(6) whose closure contains 
supp(a) and such that 
II4 40’(m) < IB.,(6)/“2-‘;Y 
(2) Moment condition. If the radius 6 of B,,(6) does not exceed 1 
then we require that 
s a(x) p(x) do(x) = 0, FR 
for all a(x) which are functions defined on XJ that are the restriction to 
iX2 of a polynomial with deg a(x) d N, = (2 + m)[ l/p- 11. The function 
[x] is the integral part of x. 
Remark. The degree NP= (2 +m)[l/p- l] of m(x) here is not the best 
one. In fact, we only need to consider polynomials of degree up to (essen- 
tially) [ N,/m] in the t-variable. For example, on the Heisenberg group W , , 
if p(x) = x~‘x~P then we only consider deg p(x) = c1i + ~1~ + 2~ <N, = 
4[l/p- 11. In the present work we select the degree of a(x) high enough 
such that in (2.5) of Case (2) of the proof of Lemma 2.5 below we may 
invoke Lemma 2.3 to make the integral converge. To develop an “optimal” 
moment condition for a p-atom for small p, i.e., p < (2 +m)/(3 +m), is 
rather technical and we save it for another time. It is an important fact 
about Hardy space theory that the moment condition for atoms only needs 
be high enough-it need not be sharp-for the correct space to result. Thus 
our imprecision here causes no loss of information. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let a be a p-atom, 0 < p < 1. Then the distribution a on 
9(&Z) induced by the function a satisfies 
s u*(xY ddx) d CP,m,qly < a, 
)&ere C,.,. ,,. y is independent of the p-atom. 
Proof: Suppose that the support of a is contained in B = B,(R). Let 
cp E dz and let supp cp c B;(r). Then 
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hence 
a*(z) < c, JY(a)(:). (2.3) 
This estimate holds for any 2 ~dS2. But now we obtain a refined estimate 
when I is far from x0. Let z 4 B,,(27R) and cp as before, where 7 2 1 is the 
constant in (2.1). We may assume that B,(R) n B,(r) # a, since otherwise 
l a(.\-) q(x) do(x) = 0. This implies that R < r and d(z, so) < 2yr. 
Now we can divide the integral as follows: 
j,,, (a*(:))P d+) = j ME B,0(2yR) (u*(,-)Y da(-) + !‘ -gB,O(‘-,R, iQ*(=)JP w-1 
= I+ II. 
For term I, we can use estimates (2.3) and the 4p’ estimates for the Hardyy 
Littlewood maximal function to obtain 
<C. (i 
P. 2 








The constant CP,“,,,+ depends on the constant q in the doubling property, 
the constant in the triangle inequality, and the type m. For term II, we 
have to consider two different cases: 
Case ( 1). p = 1. Then 




G IIuII~z. 1 IqW - cp(-yoV do(x) 
B 
By a variant of the Mean Value Theorem this last line does not exceed 
1.2 




+ II4 y’2 . II Tvll $r .(~.,(d(-~, -~)))~da(x) 
B 
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d II4 22 ~~~~~+~~~~~~~II~,cpIl,.+lI~,rpll,~)~lB,~,(R)l”’ 
+ Ml 2” . c*&,,(R) . II WI 9% . lB,,(R)l L:2 
d Cllull yp?. R . 
1 
IB,(r)l .r 
. (IB,,(R)I 1”’ 
+ Cllall 92 . Lo(R). 
1 
IBAr)l . A,(r) 
. l&,(R)I “’ 
Now we look at term I’ first. For all y E B,(R), we have 
d(~‘,z)~3’[d(?,,x,)+d(x,,z)]6y[R+21lr]<y[r+2?lr]=~(1+2y)r, 
which means that B,,(R) c BZ(y( 1 + 2y)r). Then 
IB,(R)I d IBAy(l +&Jr)1 G C,. IBAr)l, 
and hence we know that 
1 1 
C,,, IBArN ’ IB,(R)I’ 
This gives us 
I’ = C . Ilull + . R . I B,,(R)1 1’2 .
1 
IBArN .r 
dC,,,,~llall~z~R~ IB,(R)I I,” 
1 B,(r)1 ’ ~ ‘b . IB,(r)l “JJ . d(z, x,,) 
If y E B,,(d(z , x,,)) then 4x,, y) ,< d(z, x0). By the triangle inequality, we 
have 
4Y9 Z) < YCdY, X0) + 4Z7 -~o)l d YC4i9 x0) + d(z, x0)] = 2yd(z, x0) < (2y)2r. 
Hence 
This implies 
B,(& x0)) = B,(G?)*r). 
1 
I&~Gb~2r~l ’ lB,(& -d)l 
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By the doubling property we know that 
This tells us that term I’ is dominated by 
Similarly, we can show that term II’ is dominated by 
Then for ~4 B,q(2yR), we have 
+ cq,y “c(“YL . If?&)(R)[’ - I/f. (B,,jLf(Z. S,>))l’.P . /I ,,(d(z, x0)) (2.4) 
Substituting the result (2.4) into II, we have 




“. IB,,,(R)Ifl -‘+‘+l.,,(R)-jP 
.! 
do(z) 
:$~,~(ly~) I&J4=, +,))I . (A,,td(z, -~o)))~ 
p.2 
f Cp.m.q.7 . 









f CP.“r.q.; . P,W)I ~~ I +p,z+p:2--p+ I <c p.m. ‘I. ; ’ 
The last inequality holds because of Lemma 2.3. Once again this constant 
CP.nLq.i’ depends on constants 9, 7, and p. 
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Case (2). O<p< 1. Let N,=(2+m)[l/~- 11; then 
’ a(.u) q(x) da(x) 
G Cllall y2 . C (IIL”‘L”‘T%pll py 
~~,+a>+~=N,,fl 
1.2 
d(x,, X)2’ml + E*’ . A;:(d(x,, x)) do(x) 
B 
(B,,(R)I’:’ 
G CP.m,v,Y llall.+ .
Rz~+a+l~ (R) 
I W-N ~ra’fx2Ql~(r) 
. IB.x,(R)I ‘j2. (2.5) 
Now we may apply Lemma 2.3 and the same calculation as in Case (1) to 
iset 
116 cp.m.rl.). 
for 0 <p < 1. By combining estimates I and II, we complete the proof of the 
lemma. 1 
Now we can prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.6. The atomic Hardy spaces Xf(&2) are contained in the 
maximal Hardy spaces ZL,,(af?). The inclusion is continuous. 
Proof Let C= CP.m,rl,i. be as in Lemma 2.5. If f(x) =xQ lQaQ(x)E 
X’,“(iX2), we have 
GE l&lP~ ((a&))*YWx) 
a iis2 
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The first line and the last line hold by the definition of Il.f‘lI fip,,,,,,, and 
ll.fll 5 :cm ,. The third line holds because of Lemma 2.5. Hence II . II ,IIp,,,,,,D, d
c Ilfll ti$,Y2l~ so that z&9( irR) c ,X;,,( ?Q ) continuously. This completes 
the proof. 1 
We know that our domain Q is a space of homogeneous type as defined 
in [CW] (see Kang [Ka]). As mentioned in the introduction, the results 
of Marcias and Segovia [MS] and Uchiyama [U] are required to obtain 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.7 ( Marcias-Segovia, Uchiyama 1. Suppose .f‘ is a distrihrr- 
tion on yi( SQ) and its maximal,function .f*(.u) belongs to .Yp( c?Q) ,for .some 
I),,, < p < 1. Then there exists a sequence sf p-atoms ( aQ( s ) i and a sequence 
sf’ numbers (E., ) such that 
.f= 1 &pQ 
v 
strongl). in the space sP’(aQ j. Moreover, there e.uist t\c’o positive and ,finite 
constants (fP and cP independent sf.f such that 
T P [ * ,‘R 
(.f*(.u))“da(x)d~ liylPq,jQ (f’*(-~1,” W.~). 
R 
Now we may combine the results of Theorem 2.6 with those of 
Theorem 2.7 to conclude that 
in the sense that 
Thus, for P,,~ < p d 1, 
gives two equivalent definitions of our local X” spaces. If I < p < x. we 
have 
d;p~(df2) z 2F~,,(ix2) z .Yry’,p(i)Q). (2.6) 
The lirst equivalent relation in (2.6) is followed by: IffE sP:,,(?Q) then 
3 sup .fCy, 44.v) d4.v) >, I.f(.u,l, 
ql t .r?, 
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for almost every x E d&J. Therefore, for 1 <p < co, we have that 
The second equivalent relation in (2.6) results from the standard techniques 
of Calderon-Zygmund and Whitney decompositions of the maximum 
function. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR THE SZEG~ KERNEL IN HARDY SPACES 
Let us recall the definition of NIS operators on smooth, bounded, 
weakly pseudo-convex domains of finite type in C2 from [CNS2] as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A is an NIS operator of order zero if A is C” away 
from the diagonal and if there exists a family A, of operators given by 
such that 
(1) A,(f)+A(f) as E+O wheneverfECX(&?). 
(2) A,E C”(dQ x an). 
(3) Size Condition. There exist constant C,, so that for all E, 
where IL1 =I, 1JI = j. 
(4) For each I there is an integer N, and constant C, so that when- 
ever cp is a bump function supported on B,(6), then for all E and all L such 
that IL1 = 1 we have 
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(5) Conditions (l)-(4) also hold for the operator A*, i.e., the 
operator with kernel A*(x, y) = A( ~9, ?I). 
Remarks. (i) We consider only the “good” vector fields in the size 
condition of A,; but as a consequence of (3) and nonisotropic geometry we 
can show that 
where 111 = i, IJI =j, lK1 = k, and 115.1 = 1. 
(ii) By similar reasoning, we also have a slightly stronger version of 
the weak boundedness property: For each pair of integers (I, k) there exists 
a pair of integers (IV,, N,) and a constant C,, so that whenever cp is a bump 
function supported on i,(S), then for all E and all L, 
and IKI =k. 
K such that ItI =I 
. I(XJT’(rp))(?,)I. 
Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Q= ((z,,z~)E@~: 3z2>q4(z,)) be a smooth domain 
in C2 with I$ a subharmonic and nonharmonic polwomial in z, . Then the 
Szegii projection S extends to a bounded operator from Hardy spaces 
Sp(XI) to local Hardy spaces Xk,(X?) for p,,, <p < 1. Here p,,, is an inder 
depending on the degree of the polynomial 4. 
Proqf: Let a be a p-atom associated with the ball B,(r,) with 
pIIl <p < 1. It suffices to show that any p-atom a the restricted maximum 
function of 
Sa(.K) =L,“,,‘,, S(.K, y) a(y) d4.v) 
is in 6Pp(dQ), i.e., 
s ((Sa)*(.u))” da(x) < C, ,“,, ;” ?R 
with C,,,,,. independent of a. We have to prove this theorem in different 
cases: 
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Case (i). d(s, x,) < 100y2r,. Then we have 
s ((Sa)*(x))P do(x) B,( l@M-,) 
But for I+/I E ~4~ with supp(ll/) c B,(6), we have 





Hence we know that 
(C)*(x) 6 ,bt(Sa)(x). 
Here A!(f) is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of the function J 
This tells us that 
0 
p.2 p,Z 
(@a)*(-x)Y d4.x) d 
&I lO%- ‘r .) > 0 
B,,,Loo72, , (uflWK~))2 Mx) 
u > 
< IIJWa)ll$2,,,,6 C. IIS(a)llf2tpnj 
d C. lkll $+rlR, . < 2;. IB,,( loo]‘*r,)I+‘. 
(3.2) 
Here we are using the fact that S: Y’(aQ) + Y’(%2) boundedly. Plugging 
in the result of (3.2) to the right-hand side of (3.1), we have 
Case (ii). ra > 1 and d(x, x,) > lOO~‘r,. Let S(z, ~1) be the Szegii kernel. 
Then for all$(z) E zzZV with supp($) c B.,(r), 
s d,.r ,, ,oo.2, ((Sa)*(-x)JP M-x) . 0 ,’ ” 
s [ 1 s d( c, l” ) > lOo+~ o:P, I I&(r)l 5 ISa( da(z) 1 ‘da(x) 
E s (,U(Sa))qx) da(x). d(r..r Y , ,LOO+" 
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where Ix- = {xE&~: 2”(50y’r,)fn(q .u,)q2”+‘(50-;‘r,,)i, for k 3 1. But 
from the Kolmogoroff theorem, we know that 
[ (~~~(SU))%j do(x) < c. (I,(’ --p ((su(z)(J;4(,41) (3.3 I
- IA 
with A, defined as follows. Fix that if .Y E I,, then for all : E B,(v) we have 
(1) 42, x,) d y[d(=, X) + d(.~, s~,j] 6 y[i- + d(.\-. s,,)] 
d 2yd(s, x,) < 2k + 7 50-;-‘r,,) 
and 
* 2750yr,) - r<d(z, x,) 
~2k~~‘(50yru)~d(,-,.Y,,) 
since r < 1 6 r,. Hence for x E Zk, we have 
;EA~= I=EdB:2k~‘(501’r,)~:(l,~~u,)d2”+’(5~~3r,)). 
Now we compute \ISa(z)ll Y,,,AI,: 
sac-,=~B ( , St=? Y)41’) W’) = s,,,, ) cm Y) - S(z, x,,] u(y) da(.v) 1” r* d IJ 
by the moment condition of an atom a. So we have 
ISa( da(=) 
409’162 2-4 
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From the size estimate of S(Z, y), we know that 
“(” ‘) - ‘(” ‘,)’ ’ IB,(d(z, 5)) . +, 5) for some < E B,,(r,). 
But 
d(z,5) d rC44, .~a) + d(=, x,)1 < W(z, x,) 
and 
+, x,) < y[dkz, 5) + d(z, 5)] < 2ydk 5) 
implies that d(z, 5) 2 d(z, x,). Thus, 
lS(G ,I) - Yz, &)I < c. ,Ez(d(zd(jyy)d(z 7 LI 
x )’ 
5 a 
This gives us 
s IWzN ddz) Ak 
< s Ir )‘a(y)’ s &~a, Y) B d(=.x,)~~i1(25y)d(~,.r,) IE,(d(z, x,))l .d(z, x,) da(z) do( ,,) 1” 0 
From (3.3), we have 
s (,$l(Sa))Ptx) do(x) < C, . 
)B,(2k+L50y2r,)l’-p~lB,~~(r,)lP-1 
h 2kp 
6 c,,, . 
(2k)(Z+mNl -P). l~~,~~~~I’~p~l~,~~~,~lP~’ 
2kp 
d c,:, . 2kC(Z+m)(l-~)-~l 
Hence we have 
s d(x. x0) > IO@+. 
(@a)*(~))~ Wx) G kz, jlk (oH(Sa))P(x) dub) 
d f C,,J kC(2+nr)(l ~P)-PI , 
k=l 
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and the series converges provided that 
2 + in 
(2+mNl -P)-P’O-p>3+r?l 
Case (iii ). rU < 1 and 200.1” 3 n(x, s,,) > lOOy’r,,. Let us discuss this case 
in two subcases: 
Subcase (a). 1 > r > d(.u, .u,)/5Oy. So we have &u, s,) < 5@,~. Now if 
c E B.,(r) then we have 2 E B,(r) c B,(50y) c !I,,( 100~‘) c BJ4007’). We 
also have ~3 E II,” c B,0(40073). Thus variables ~3 and z are taken only 
inside the ball B.,,(40073). Let S(:, y) denote the Szego kernel. Now since 
-3 YE B,,(40073), we may apply the result of [NRSWl. NRSW2] for the 
bounded domain BJ4007’); i.e., S is an NE operator of degree0 (see 
[CNSZ]). Let { TE(q )I)} denote the kernels as in the definition of NIS 
operators. 
Let d =d(s, x,,). Set q,(z) to be a bump function so that O<cp,(:)< 1. 
supp(q,)~BJG/lO~i) and q,(z)- 1 on B,,(6/207). Set AIL= 1 -q,(z). 




where G(Z) is a normalized bump function, i.e.. 
IlhP 6 c-3 IIL’$lI,.. +. 
where C and C, are independent of I/I. It is easy to see that supp(cp, 5/) c 
BJ6/lOy). We also know that 
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The second inequality holds because r > 6/50~. Thus ‘pi $ is a bump 
function. Now we rewrite I, as 
(3.4) 
Claim. 
For if y E Bx,(ra) arbitrary, we have supp(cp, 3) c B,($/lOy) given that 
supp(cp, 5) c E,(6/1Oy) and the doubling property of the balls in iX?. From 
property (2) of type zero NIS operators T,*, we have 
IJw,*(cp&)(Y)l dcd-” ““P ,JR,,, 6’“‘. I~“‘(cp,$)(z)l. 
< 
But (pi $ is a bump function. So, for each z E B,a(6/10y), 
This implies 
Im3(P,~))o!)l i Cl,,. .6-“’ 
and finishes the proof of the Claim. 
Now expand T,*(cp, $)( J’) about y= x,; we have 
where the power of I will be chosen later and p”,.(v) is the Taylor polyno- 
mial of T,*(cp,$)(y). But the remainder term IWJ will be dominated by 
(WI < sup lL’(T,*(d)(y)l <CL,-- 
v E &Jr.) 
by the Claim. Now we may apply the moment condition of atom a, from 
(3.4), and we have 
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So we have 
I - 
‘z1’ 6 I~,(r)l i 
la(y)1 .C,.? .6 ‘. d’(J,. s,,) do(y). (3.5) 
B,,Ir,,I 
But by the assumption r > d(s, .x,)/501;, we get 
IB,(r)l 2 C., . IB,(d(.u, x0))\ = C;. . IB.Jd(s, .u,,))l = Ci.. lB.J6)1. (3.6) 
This together with (3.5) gives us 
This finishes the estimates of term I,. 
Now let us estimate term I,: 
~2=j~>y=J~,a4?.)~,,n T,i=, ~‘1 q*(z) $(z) da(z) da(y). 
Since supp( qD2( )) c B:.,,( 6/20~), d( z. x0) 2 h/207. Set 
It is easy to see that r,*( cpzll/)( y) is C” (SQ j in the variable y, and we can 
expand Tr*(cp,tj)(y) about 11=x, and get 
I T,*(cpzti)(y) - 5~ ..(.v)I = IWI d’(.v,, y), 
where I is as in the estimate of I,. Now for some 4 E BJ ru), 
ldl = I~‘(~,*(cp2~))(4:)I 
d ^ IL’(T,(r, 5))’ . ‘po?(z)l . I$(-)1 da(-) ! 
C, 
’ IB<(d(=, tjjl .d’(=, 0 
for Iv21 6 1 and I+(z)1 <c/l&(r)\. But 
d(x, x,) 
d(=,s,)~~[d(=,r)+d(5,x,)]~~-rr,~ 
d(z, .y ) 
201’2 
---d(&x,)<d(z. 5) -, i 
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for d(x, x,) 2 6/2Oy. But rrr < d(x, x,)/lOOg’, so we have 
Therefore 
CL, 
‘w’ G le.Js)l .6” 
This gives us 
Combining I, and I,, we have for Subcase (a) 
Sdxase (b). r d d(x, x,)/Soy. Since d(x, x,) < 200~~ and d(z, X) < r, 
we have 
z E B,(r) = B, 
4-5 ,u,) 
( > 
- = B.J2Y% -?a=~x.(400~3). 
50Y 
So we know that z and y are supported in BJ400y3). Thus we can use the 
same sequence of kernels ( T, > as in Subcase (a). Then 
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then K.,( J*) E C” (X2). Expand K,( .v) about 1’ = x,; we get 
IK,(J’)- fJ:,x,(d( d (21 .&-,, .Yh 
where 1 is exactly the integer used in Subcase (a 1. Thus 
14 = lL~.K.&~l 
for some 5 E B,,(r,). Then we have 
WI d SUP Iqck 011 j, ,r) I$(;)l W:) 
.E Br(rl r 
bC. sup ILj(T&, <),I. 
:E B,(r) 
But from the definition of NIS operators, we know that 
Since r $ d(x, .u,)/50~, we have d(z, X) < r < d(s, .~,,)/50~ for all : E B,.(r). 
This implies 
by the assumption that d(x, s,) > lOO$r,. So we have d(x. x,) d C,.d(z, 5) 
for some constant C,. Conversely, 
d(z, 0 < y[d(z, x) + y[d(x, x,) + d(x,, i)]] 
for some constant ?,. Thus d(x, s,) z d(z, 5). So 
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for all z E B.,(r). This implies 
and 
This completes the estimates of Subcase (b). 
Now we consider both Subcases (a) and (b); for 2OOy*ad(x, x,) > 
loo+,, we have 
Then 
I ((TEa)*(-y))P d/4-~) *OOp* 2 d(r. X0) > LOOyZr, 
d C,,. I&a(r,)l -’ .r%. i 
IB,(rJlP Wx) 
.200y23~1.r,.~,1> 1ooy2ra IBJd(x, x,))Ip .d’p(x, x,)’ 
(3.8) 
We consider the integral in (3.8) as I,; then with c1= lOOy’, 
,B- (2~a~jl~~~;kar 
YcI? a JL 
= ,$ ,B (2ia~;l:.ypar 
& 0 a 
yp. ‘KPkarJ 
3c1 Cp,I,pl~,,(r,)lP.2k’2+m’~ IB,(r,)l 
a 
k=O 2 4kp . jB,.,(ro)l p 2k’p. t-f 
= cL~.P>(r~)~ . f 2k[(Z+m)-4p-/PI. 
ll k=O 
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Hence the series converges if (2 + m) - 4p - lp < 0. So we choose I (depends 
on p and the type m) big enough, and then the series converges. In fact, 
when we restrict ourselves to (m + 2)/(m + 3) < p < 1, we just need to put 
I = m - 1. Hence for Case (ii), 
5 mk;: 3 d V..Xd) > 10@,.~ru 
((T,Q)*(*~)Y 44.~) d c;.., .,,I 
uniformly in E. Now we show that 
J ?OO$ z 4 1, Yy) > loil~b~, 
((Sa)*h)Y f+(x)< c;,,. (3.9) 
First we see that T,(f) -+ S(f) in 6p’ as E + 0 because of: 
( 1) T,( .f ) -+ S(f) pointwisely whenever .f E C’ (XI ); 
(2) lIT,II.,<M for all E in 49’; 
(3) C’(?Q) is dense in Y’(AQ). 
Thus we can prove (3.9) by a limit argument and Fatou’s lemma. 
Finally, we consider 
Case (iv). d(s, s,) > 2007’. Since r < 1, we have 
SO for s E dQ such that d(x, x,) > 2OOy’, we can follow exactly the steps of 
Subcase (b) for S( 2, y) instead of r,( Z, F). Therefore 
<su. ti> = (a, s*ll/> = Ib,,,<,, u(y) jB,,r, St:, .v) $(I, da--) M?*). 
Since for this case ,- # I’, we can expannd the Taylor polynomial of 
Furthermore, since the derivatives of S(:, ~3) and T,(;, y) have the same 
size estimate, we get 
So as in Case (ii ), 
J dl.V..l,, , > 200;*- > loo+” 
((Sa)*(.u)Y 44-u) d c;.., .,),. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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Remark. In the proof of this theorem, we are using the fact that all 
vector lields Xi, X,, and T are globally defined. Hence the metric defined 
by Nagel-Stein-Wainger [NSWl, NSW2] is also globally defined. All 
the geometric constants, for example, the constant y in the generalized 
triangle inequality and q the constant in the doubling property, are 
universal constants. But if we look at the proof more carefully, this method 
works for a locally defined metric. As a consequence of this theorem, we 
actually can prove that the NIS operators of order zero map X”“(&Q) to 
XP(iX2) for pm < p < 1. Here Q is a bounded, smooth, weakly pseudo- 
convex domain of finite type nr in C2. (see Chang and Krantz [CK]). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be an NIS operator of order zero defined on a 
smooth, bounded, weakly pseudo-convex domain offinite type in C*. Then A 
extends to a bounded operator from the local Hardy space ZP(dR) to itself 
forp,<p<l. 
4. ESTIMATES FOR THE HENKIN KERNEL IN HARDY SPACES 
In this section, we are concentrating on a family of weakly pseudo- 
convex domains of finite type: 
Let r(z) = JzZ - Iz, 1 2m be the “dehning function” for W,. We are looking 
at the Henkinprojection operator 
1 
H(fNH1)= t27c112 I sH,f(z) 
&r(z) A (d&-(z)) 
(a,r(z), z - w)~ 
for LV=(IZ’,, M.2)Eaw,, and z E alHI,,,. This projection operator arrives when 
we discuss the integral representation for the solution of 8 operator on D-O,,,. 
(see Range [R 3). For the rest of this section, we show that the following 
conditions on 
1 a,+) A (J,a,r(z)) 
H(z’ “‘)=(27~)~ (a,r(z), z--w)~ 
and H*(z, ~1) suffice for H to define a principal value integral that is 
bounded on Yp(aH,) for 1 <p < ccj: 
(1) Size Condition. 
C 
for some C < co. (4.1) 
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(2 ) Calderdn-Zygmund Condition. 
= 
5 
IH*(,, w- H*(z, q,)l do(;) 6 C, (4.2 ) 
d(r.*)>Kdll\.z~) 
for some constant C < ‘xl, and for all k 2 2. 
(3) Mean C’alue Zero Condition. 
for all. 0 < a d b < #y_‘. (4.3) 
Here the Nagel-Stein-Wainger metric d was studied by Diaz [D] and 
Kang [Ka]; we do not repeat the properties for d again. 
Properties (4.1) to (4.3) give us the following consequence of the 
operator H: 
THEOREM 4.1. The Henkin projection operator H can be estended as a 
bounded operator from 6PP(3-U,,) to 6pp(?W,,,) for 1 <p< ‘x:; i.e., for 
.f‘E Y’(cW,,) n Up(SW,,), set 
Hf(,t’) = I, H(=, w)f(-i) do(:). 
1 m 
Then there exists a constant C,,,,, so that 
II Hfll Y'P(ZW",, G Cp.nr . llfll YP(?H,) 1 < p < K’. 
The constant Cp,m depends on p and the constant C in (4.1) and (4.2) onllq. 
Proof The proof is quite standard; we can follow the material in Stein’s 
book [S] to achieve the following three steps: 
(1) Using properties (4.1), we can apply the Cotlar-Stein lemma to 
prove that H is bounded on 6p2(SW,) with a bound that depends on C 
only. 
(2) Use property (4.2) to prove that H is of weak type (1, 1) with 
bounds depending on C only. In this step, we also need to use the fact that 
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function is bounded on Y’(dW,,,). 
(3) Apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem to prove that H 
is bounded on 6Pp(8W,) for 1 <p d 2 with a bound that just depends on 
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p and C. For 2 <p < lx), we just need to go through the proof for the 
operator H* and this completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
It remains to prove (4.1) to (4.3): 
Proofof(4.1). We know that 
1 a,+) A (d,d,r(z)) 
H(zv ‘*‘) = (27Tl)? (d,r(z), z - w)’ 
Now let (d,r(z), z - ,v) = @(z, ~1). It is straightforward computation to 
show that 
and 
d,r(z) A (d,a,r(z)) = @!ff. ,Z,, 2(m- ‘1 da(z), 
l@(z, w)I %:6’. IZ112(m-‘)+S2m. 
Here 6 = d(z, MI) is the nonisotropic distance. Hence we have 
IH(i, bl’)( Z IH*(Z, 12’)l 
bll 





z IBAd(z, w))l. 
This completes the proof of (4.1). 1 
Remark. If m = 1, then W , is the Siegel upper half space {(z,, z2) E c2: 
3~~ > lz,l’> and dW, can be identified with the Heisenberg group ai’. In 
this case, the Henkin projection is the Szegii projection on E-U’, i.e., 
1 
H(z, w) = qz, lb’) = - . 
1 
7c2 [lz*-~~,I12+t(t---223z,M’I)]2’ 
Proof of (4.2). In order to prove property (4.2) for H, we can consider 
the estimate 
C 
I=m w)l z IWZ, bV)l G IB;(d(z, w))l .d(z, w)’ (4.4) 
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where 
Equation (4.4) follows from the standard method. Once we have (4.4), we 
may consider $ a smooth curve such that $’ lies in the tangent space of 





IH(z, It,) - H(z, zo )I= j-~-$H(4(51~~~ 
= (V,H(z,i))l;=,,:,.Il/‘(r)dS 




“. o d(z, 9(t),. l~~,rr,(4-, tit<)))1 
. I$‘(< )I d5. 
But we know that 
(4.5) 
d(--, 11/(4)) ’ I&,<,(+, 11/(O)) =d(Z, 1~). lB,(d(=, ,t,))I 
uniformly for all 5 E [0, l] and all z$ B,,(cd(w, zo)). For such z, (4.5) 
becomes 
Now we have 
d C.d(w, zo). s 
C 
~((-.*1>h.d(,,.=01d(-, ii.)- lB,(d(=, w))l 
da 
1 
6 C.d(w, zo). 
h.d( H’, 2”) 
% c. 
This completes the proof of (4.2). 1 
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Remark. Using the same idea here, we actually can prove that for each 
integer 1 E E +, there is a constant C,,[ depending on m and 1 so that 
(z, W)E {SII,X~EU,\A} with A= ((2, H’)E~)W,X&I-I,;Z=W}. Then 
where Ljk = Z, 2, E, or .?, for k = 1, 2, . . . . 1. 
Before we prove (4.3), we need to prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. 
lim lim I H(z, +i%(z)=;& (4.6) 5’0 p-0 E”,,,l&) 
if 17(w) is a type 2m point. Here ~~~=(M~,,s+II~~~,~~~~+~~)EW, and 
JI(U’)=().V*,S+zIM’,12’n)E~W,. 
Proof There are two different cases for n( MI). If fl( W) is a type 2 point, 
the calculation reduces to the Heisenberg group calculation. The calcula- 
tion of (4.6) for H(z, W) = S(z, W) was done by Koranyi and Vagi [KV] 
with constant f. For the case where n(~) is a type 2m point, W, = 0, i.e., 
17(w) = (0, s + 20). In this case, 
H(z, +v@f. bll 2(m- 1) 
4(27~r)~ [(r/2)(t-s)+((2m-1)/2)lz,12”+(1/2)~]2’ 
and 
E,,~.)(&)= (z,, t)Eaw,: +s)+yIppl <q lZ,l<&}. 
1 
Now we have 
lim lim f 
lZ,l 2(m-‘).&(z) 
e-0 p-0 ((l~Z)(r-r)+~(2m-l);2)~z,~~m~4E~~,2 C(~/2)(~-~)+((2m-1)/2)lz,12”+(1/2)~12 
= lim lim < 
~z,~2’“-“.do(z) 
e-0 r-0 n s Ir(r-J)+(2m-l~~=,~~ml<E~m[~(t-S)+(2m- 1)lZl12”+p]2’ 
(4.7) 
Now let r--s = p(t’-s’), z, =~‘~~~z;, and drop the prime; then (4.7) 
becomes 
lim lim lim < 





r;p<jr(r-x)+(Zm- l)Jz,pmJ<&%,’ [z(t-s)+(2m-l)~z,~2”+1]2~p2’ 
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Now we can change to polar coordinates and use the fact that the volume 
of the unit circle in R2 is 27~; then we get 
lim lim lim 2m’ 
t-o {r-o r-o 7r 
X 
i 
P”“’ ’ ’ . p . dp dt 
r p<lrl,-,,+,2nr- lJp%lIICF~mp [l(f-s)+(2m-l)p’“+l]” 
Let pZnr=~Zm/(2m- l), and dp = (2m- 1))’ ‘“‘dp. Then (4.7) becomes 
lim lim lim 
2m2 
s 
P ’ . dp dt 
E-0 Q-0 r+07c(2m- 1) r,l~<Il(r--j)+pln*l<Ehl,~ [l(f-.s)+$“‘+ 11” 
Now we let s-t = (- l/v) cos 0, pzm= (l/v) sin t3; then we have 
~ = ,, ~ I ‘In, sin I 2n1e and 
and then 
1 m 
lim lim lim - - 
c-10 IL+o r-05L2m- 1 
i 
sinI 1 ‘%le, sinl.2??-le. d,, de 
X 
-r ItC~t I ,~)cos~+~~.,jsln8~<E~m:~.o<o<a V 3.((l/~l)sin8+(-r/~)c0s8+1)’ 
1 m 
= lim lim lim - - 
I 
dv de 
E-O jl-0 r-07r2m- 1 r:lL< k.,, cEkbl, 0~0~ xv(i’- le”)’ 
1 m 
.- 
=z Zm- 1’ 
Here we use a result of Koranyi and Vagi [KV]: 




n-0 h-x 0 (1 p(p-zele)x 
dp de= 2 ~ 71 1 I .(r- 1)’ 
for the case u = 2. 1 
Similarly, when we consider the adjoint H*(z, n‘), we have 
H*(z, w) = H(w, z) 
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4n2 [(~/2)(r-S)+(1/2)(~*(2n’+((2m- l)/2)(w,(2’“-‘q2 
Following the same computation, we have 
LEMMA 4.3. 
lim lim s H*(z, w) da(w) =; & (4.8) e-0 p-0 &I,.-,(&) 
if n(z) is a type 2m point. Here z=(zL, t+tlz,1*“+rp)EW, and n(z)= 
(z,, t+tlz,l*“)Eaw,. 
Proof of (4.3). Now we may apply Lemma 4.2 to prove (4.3). Fix IV; 
then 
s H(z, w) do(z) o<d(z.w)<b 
= lim 
v-0 s 
H(z, M’ + z(p) da(z) 
u<d(z.wtrpl<b 
= lim H(z, w) da(z) 
P - 0 I BrT(.~l(bl 
H(z, JV) da(z) - lim [ 
P + 0 Bnclvdo) 
1 m 1 m z-p--- 
22m-1 22m-I 
=o 
if U(z) is a type 2m point. 
Also, if we fix z, then we can apply Lemma 4.3 to get 
r H*(z, w) do(z) ~o<d(z,w)<b 
= lim I P-0 o<d(z+,p,w)<b 
H”(z + rp, w) do(w) 
= lim 5 H(z, MV) do(z) - lim 1 H(z, w) ddz) fl - 0 ~fl(,,(bJ u -0 Bn(zl(a) 
lm lm =----- 
22m-1 22m-1 
=o 
This completes the proof of (4.1) to (4.3) and hence the Yp regularity 
properties for the Henkin projection. m 
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Now we may follow the same techniques that we used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let HI,,,= {(z,,;~)EC’: sz2> JzIJ”“j be a smooth 
domain in C’. Then the Henkin projection H extends to a bounded operator 
.from Hardy, spaces XP(C?W~) to local Hardy, spaces PP,,( &I,,) .fbr 
P,,, < P d 1. Here P”, is an index depending on m. 
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